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The KEY to our collection!
We are pleased to offer a variety of 
formats in our branches for reading 
and listening to books:

HB – hardback book

PB – paperback book

CD – audiobook on CD

MP3CD – audiobook on CD in MP3 format

The District also offers eBooks and 
digital audiobooks on our website. 
These items require a computer 
for downloading. If you want 
to listen to a digital audiobook 
or read an eBook away from a 
computer, a portable device is 
required (e.g. tablets, eReaders, 
and smartphones).

EB – eBook
DAB – digital audiobook

Library News & Information

Embrace art and culture with our fall programs
Our fall Thrive series invites you to embrace art and culture with 
Shakespeare performances, musical quartets, film series, and more. 
Discover enriching programs based on themes found in Emily St. John 
Mandel’s award-winning novel, Station Eleven. Programs for all ages 
begin October 3. 

Visit www.scld.org/thrive for details.

Participate in Spokane Is Reading
Spokane Is Reading welcomes author Emily St. John Mandel and her 
book, Station Eleven, for the 14th annual community reading event on 
Thursday, October 29. Ms. Mandel will make two appearances that day, 
the first at CenterPlace Event Center at 1pm and the second at The Bing 
Crosby Theatre at 7pm. Both events are free and open to the public.

Visit spokaneisreading.org for details.

AIRWAy HEIgHTS 
509.893.8250

ARgOnnE 
509. 893.8260

CHEnEy 
509.893.8280

DEER PARk 
509.893.8300

FAIRFIElD 
509.893.8320

MEDICAl lAkE 
509.893.8330

MORAn PRAIRIE 
509.893.8340

nORTH SPOkAnE 
509.893.8350

OTIS ORCHARDS 
509.893.8390

SPOkAnE VAllEy 
509.893.8400

Outreach Services are 
designed for those in 
the community who 
are unable to visit any 
of the District’s 10 
libraries. Outreach also 
acts as the local liaison 
for Washington Talking 
Book & Braille library.
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FICTION
ANDREWS, Mary Kay
BEACH TOWN
greer has located the perfect beach town for 
the filming of a big budget movie. The mayor, 
Eben Thibadeaux, is dead set against the idea 
but very attracted to greer.

675 pages   HB CD EB

BALDACCI, David
MEMORY MAN
Amos Decker is blessed, or cursed, with a 
perfect memory. That means he remembers 
everything about the night his family was 
murdered; but, it also might help him find  
the killer.

662 pages   HB CD DAB

BARROWS, Annie
THE TRUTH ACCORDING TO US
In 1938, layla is sent to a small, West Virginia 
town to write its history as part of the Federal 
Writers’ Project—an assignment that will 
transform layla and the town.

752 pages   PB CD DAB EB

BELFOURE, Charles
THE PARIS ARCHITECT
In 1942, architect lucien Bernard accepts a 
challenging commission. He must design a 
hiding place to conceal a wealthy Jewish man 
from the nazis.

540 pages   HB CD DAB EB

BROOKS, Terry
DARKLING CHILD
Paxon leah took up his enchanted sword and 
became the protector of the Druids. now, duty 
calls him to a small village to rescue a musician 
from a dark sorcerer.

523 pages   HB DAB EB

CHILD, Lincoln
THE FORGOTTEN ROOM
Professor Jeremy logan investigates problems of 
the supernatural variety. His latest investigation 
at a respected think tank will unleash chaos.

399 pages   PB CD EB

CLARK, Mary Higgins
DEATH WEARS A BEAUTY MASK
A collection of short stories penned by the 
“Queen of Suspense” before she became 
famous.

461 pages   HB DAB EB

CLARK, Mindy Starns
THE AMISH CLOCKMAKER
Seeking a solution to the property dispute that 
is delaying expansion of his family’s tack and 
feed store, Matthew Zook must locate a man 
who was once accused of murder.

514 pages   HB

CORLEONE, Douglas
ROBERT LUDLUM’S  
THE JANSON EQUATION
Paul Janson and Jessica kincaid are searching 
for the teenage son of a U.S. senator. The facts 
in the case don’t add up. Someone is trying to 
instigate international trouble.

525 pages   HB CD DAB EB

CUSSLER, Clive
PIRANHA
Captain Juan Cabrillo and his crew are salvaging 
a ship that sank in 1902 and was rumored to 
be carrying a secret weapon. Their success will 
influence international security.

593 pages   HB CD DAB EB

DEMILLE, Nelson
RADIANT ANGEL
John Corey left the FBI to work for the DSg 
surveilling Russian diplomats in new york. An 
assignment that raises the question: “What are 
the Russians up to and why?”

456 pages   HB CD DAB EB

GENOVA, Lisa
INSIDE THE O’BRIENS
Police officer Joe O’Brien was recently 
diagnosed with Huntingtons’s Disease, which is 
incurable and possibly inherited. Joe’s children 
now face a critical decision…do they want to 
know their future?

520 pages   HB CD DAB EB
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FICTION
GREENBERG, Mike
MY FATHER’S WIVES
Jonathan has a great family and career but 
barely knew his late father. So, on a quest for 
understanding, he sets out to track down his 
father’s ex-wives.

351 pages   HB

HANNAH, Kristin
THE NIGHTINGALE
In her quiet village, Vianne doesn’t believe that 
the nazis will invade France. Unfortunately, she 
is wrong and must make impossible choices to 
keep her family alive.

647 pages   HB CD DAB EB

HARRIS, Charlaine
DAY SHIFT
Manfred Bernardo is a psychic who recently 
had a wealthy client die during a reading. He’s 
in trouble and turns to Olivia, his beautiful and 
dangerous neighbor, for help.

465 pages   HB CD EB

HARUF, Kent
OUR SOULS AT NIGHT
Addie Moore and louis Waters’ spouses died 
years ago. One afternoon Addie asked louis 
if he might be willing to spend his nights with 
her—“no sex” just companionship.

165 pages   HB CD DAB EB

HILL, Grace Livingston
THE GIRL FROM MONTANA
Elizabeth Bailey fled the frontier when her 
brother was murdered. Unexpectedly, she met 
a man in the wilderness who saved her then 
disappeared. What will happen when she meets 
him again?

203 pages   PB

HOOPER, Emma
ETTA AND OTTO AND  
RUSSELL AND JAMES
83-year-old Etta has never seen the ocean, so 
she sets out to walk the 3,200 kilometers from 
their farmhouse in Saskatchewan to the sea.

411 pages   HB EB

HOOPER, Kay
A DEADLY WEB
Tasha is a gifted psychic whose abilities have 
saved her many times. This time she didn’t know 
she was in trouble until Brodie, a member of the 
guardians, saved her.

335 pages   HB

ILES, Greg
THE BONE TREE
Penn Cage’s life is in turmoil. His father is 
a fugitive, falsely accused of murder. Penn 
unwittingly started a war with the kkk and the 
Feds want his help.

1397 pages   PB CD

JOHNSTON, Tim
DESCENT
The Courtland family is vacationing in the 
Rockies. Sean is 15 and Caitlin starts college in 
the fall. When tragedy strikes will it bind them 
together or tear them apart?

625 pages   HB CD EB

KEARSLEY, Susanna
THE FIREBIRD
nicola’s gift allows her to touch an object and 
see its history. To help a friend prove the origin 
of a valuable carving, nicola must be drawn into 
the past.

723 pages   PB EB MP3CD

KING, Stephen
FINDERS KEEPERS
Morris was so outraged with his favorite 
author that he murdered the man and stole his 
notebooks. now the boy who discovered the 
hidden notebooks could be Morris’s next victim.

635 pages   HB CD DAB EB

LAHAYE, Tim
EDGE OF APOCALYPSE
Joshua Jordan has created a sophisticated 
missile defense system in hopes of securing 
America against unfolding world events. 
Saving the nation he loves may come at a great 
personal price.

631 pages   PB DAB
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FICTION
LESCROART, John
THE FALL
newly minted defense attorney Rebecca Hardy 
is drawn into her first case when a naïve young 
man is caught up in a homicide inspector’s rush 
to find a convictable suspect.

555 pages HB CD EB

LILLARD, Amy
COURTING EMILY
Emily’s childhood sweetheart luke did not 
return to their Amish community following 
Rumspringa. Just when Emily begins to have 
feelings for Elam, luke returns and throws 
Emily’s feelings into turmoil.

485 pages   HB

MARTINI, Steve
THE ENEMY INSIDE
Attorney Paul Madriani’s new client is implicated 
in a deadly car crash. The woman that died held 
dark secrets and investigating her to help his 
client could be deadly.

610 pages   PB

MCCALL SMITH, Alexander
EMMA
In this retelling of Jane Austen’s classic,  
Emma returns home after university to launch 
an interior design business, carriages are 
replaced by Mini Coopers, and friends and 
romance abound.

437 pages   PB CD EB

MCCREIGHT, Kimberly
WHERE THEY FOUND HER
The peaceful new Jersey suburb of Ridgedale 
has some dark secrets lurking behind its white 
picket fences. The death of newborn baby is 
about to bring these secrets to light.

465 pages   PB DAB EB

MELTZER, Brad
THE PRESIDENT’S SHADOW
Beecher White works for a secret society charged 
with protecting the Presidency. The discovery of 
a severed arm in the White House Rose garden 
leads to uncovering long hidden secrets.

654 pages   HB CD DAB EB

MORRISON, Toni
GOD HELP THE CHILD
When she was born Bride had skin so black her 
light-skinned mother would have nothing to 
do with her. Bride is a survivor, but childhood 
slights will never be forgotten.

211 pages   PB CD DAB EB

OKE, Janette
WHERE TRUST LIES
After finishing her teaching assignment in 
western Canada, Beth returned home to 
Toronto. But Beth’s heart is still out west and 
reconnecting with her family is an unexpected 
challenge.

476 pages   PB

PATTERSON, James
TRUTH OR DIE
life is good for attorney Trevor Mann. Then his 
girlfriend Claire, an ambitious journalist, is killed. 
Using Claire’s notes Trevor discovers there’s more 
at stake than merely finding her killer.

509 pages   HB CD DAB EB

PERCY, Benjamin
THE DEAD LANDS
Following a pandemic the Sanctuary was 
isolated for 150 years. Then news came that life 
was thriving west of the Cascades, but no one 
leaves the Sanctuary without a fight.

598 pages   HB CD DAB EB

RIVERS, Francine
AS SURE AS THE DAWN
Atretes has learned that the son he believed 
to be dead is alive. Reclaiming the child will be 
a battle of wills with Rizpah, the widow that 
cared for him.

855 pages   HB CD DAB

ROSS, Ann B.
MISS JULIA LAYS DOWN THE LAW
Miss Julia and her neighbors were invited 
for coffee with their new neighbor Connie. 
Unfortunately, Connie spent the afternoon 
disparaging their town. Did these comments 
lead to her murder?

685 pages   HB CD
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FICTION
SANDFORD, John
GATHERING PREY
lucas Davenport thinks that his college age 
daughter, letty, is being played by a woman 
named Skye who contends someone wants 
to kill her. Further investigation reveals the 
frightening truth.

521 pages   HB CD DAB EB

SCOTTOLINE, Lisa
EVERY FIFTEEN MINUTES
Eric Parrish is the chief of a highly regarded 
hospital psychiatric unit. Although his personal 
life is rocky, his professional life is exemplary 
until the admission of a high-risk patient.

651 pages   HB CD DAB EB

SPINDLER, Erica
THE FIRST WIFE
Swept off her feet, Bailey married logan and 
moved to his louisiana farm. now, she’s hearing 
rumors about the disappearance of logan’s first 
wife and must make an agonizing choice.

486 pages   HB DAB EB

STEEL, Danielle
COUNTRY
Stephanie is a devoted stay at home mom and 
her husband’s unexpected death has left her 
at loose ends. Then a spur-of-the-moment 
road trip and a chance encounter changes 
everything.

418 pages   PB CD

STOVER, Karla
A FEATHER FOR A FAN
Everything about new Tacoma in Washington 
Territory was strange to Hildy Bacom and her 
family when they arrived from Pennsylvania. no 
one imagined the challenges that lay ahead.

398 pages   PB

SUNDELL, Joanne
ARCTIC STORM
Anya and her sled dogs are on a perilous course 
across the Bering Sea to Alaska. Together 
with Rune Johansson they will fight phantom 
predators waiting to strike.

440 pages   PB

WALSH, M. O.
MY SUNSHINE AWAY
In a Baton Rouge neighborhood, where 
neighborhood kids lead uncomplicated lives, a 
horrible crime occurs. The crime changes lives 
and tests the bonds of friendship and family.

449 pages   HB DAB EB

WARREN, Susan May
TAKE A CHANCE ON ME
new in town Ivy Madison doesn’t know that 
local women won’t go near Darek Christiansen. 
Darek likes Ivy but struggles to reconcile the 
past with their possible future.

454 pages   HB EB

WHITE, Karen
THE SOUND OF GLASS
Merritt moves into her late husband’s  
family home in South Carolina. The house  
has a mysterious legacy and unravelling his 
family’s past may relieve her guilt about his 
tragic death.

675 pages   HB CD EB

WHITE, Randy Wayne
CUBA STRAITS
Doc Ford’s old friend, general Juan Rivera, 
profits from buying and selling Cuban historical 
treasures. Rivera has acquired a dangerous 
secret and only Doc’s special skills can save him.

382 pages   HB CD DAB EB

WINGATE, Lisa
THE STORY KEEPER
new york editor Jen gibbs discovers an 
old manuscript in the company files. Off to 
Appalachia in search of the author, Jen will 
reconnect to her own past.

582 pages   PB DAB EB

WOODS, Stuart
HOT PURSUIT
Stone Barrington has a new lady in his life, 
a gorgeous pilot whose jet-setting lifestyle 
matches his own. The only problem in 
their relationship is her unstable, criminal 
ex-boyfriend.

430 pages   HB CD DAB EB
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MYSTERY
ADLER-OLSEN, Jussi
THE ALPHABET HOUSE
Two British pilots, shot down over nazi 
germany, boarded a train transporting 
wounded SS soldiers. Unfortunately, the train’s 
destination was the Alphabet House, a mental 
hospital far behind enemy lines.

805 pages   HB CD DAB EB

ARLIDGE, M. J.
EENY MEENY
Detective Helen grace is familiar with 
humanity’s dark side, but even she is shocked by 
the actions of a sadistic kidnapper and terrified 
when she begins to understand why.

509 pages   HB EB

ATHERTON, Nancy
AUNT DIMITY AND THE SUMMER KING
lori Shepherd discovers that a local man has 
plans to turn their sleepy village into an enclave 
of high-priced weekend homes. Only Aunt 
Dimity’s otherworldly help can save the day.

345 pages   HB DAB EB

ATKINS, Ace
ROBERT B. PARKERS KICKBACK
Judge Joe Scali has crossed a line. kids are doing 
hard time for minor infractions in Blackburn, 
Massachusetts. Spenser has been hired to find 
out why.

401 pages   HB CD

BAIN, Donald
CLOSE-UP ON MURDER
One of Jessica Fletcher’s novels is being made 
into a movie and Cabot Cove has been invaded 
by Hollywood. Unfortunately someone has a 
hidden agenda that could lead to murder.

349 pages   HB

BAIN, Donald
ALOHA BETRAYED
In Hawaii to give a lecture, Jessica Fletcher’s 
visit is marred by the death of a local professor 
known for ecological activism. Was it a horrible 
accident or murder?

371 pages   HB

BAIN, Donald
DEATH OF A BLUE BLOOD
Jessica Fletcher and Inspector george 
Sutherland of Scotland yard are invited guests 
at Castorbrook Castle for new year’s Eve. 
Unfortunately, it seems that a murderer is also 
on the guest list.

391 pages   HB

BONEHAM, Sheila Webster
CATWALK
Animal photographer Janet MacPhail is looking 
forward to a local canine agility competition. 
Unfortunately, a dead body on the course will 
put a damper on the fun.

437 pages   HB

BOX, C. J.
ENDANGERED
April, Joe Pickett’s eighteen-year-old ward, has 
run off with a rodeo cowboy. When April is 
found, barely alive, Joe wants justice, even if it 
kills him.

447 pages   HB CD EB

BROWN, Rita Mae
TAIL GAIT
When a beloved history professor is gunned 
down on the golf course, Harry Haristeen and 
her intrepid four-footed sidekicks track the killer 
with clues from Virginia’s Revolutionary past.

461 pages   HB CD

CHARLES, Kate
FALSE TONGUES
The Reverend Callie Anson is at a college 
reunion in Cambridge where painful memories 
mar the occasion. Meanwhile, in london, 
detective Mark lombardi delves into the murky 
world of cyber-bullying.

529 pages   PB

CHILDS, Laura
MING TEA MURDER
When a wealthy patron of the museum is 
murdered during an opening gala, Theodosia 
Browning must uncover the killer; her boyfriend 
Max is a prime suspect.

451 pages   HB DAB
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MYSTERY
CHRISTIE, Agatha
THE MOVING FINGER
Jerry Burton and his sister Joanna have come 
to the quiet town of lymstock for a rest. 
Unfortunately, the pastime in this town is 
gossip, dirty tricks, and murder.

285 pages   HB CD DAB

CHRISTIE, Agatha
THE A.B.C. MURDERS
Detective Hercule Poirot has received letters 
informing him of three murders. There is a serial 
killer on the loose and he wants to play games 
with the great Hercule Poirot.

395 pages   HB CD

CLELAND, Jane
BLOOD RUBIES
Antique appraiser Josie Prescott had been hired 
to appraise a precious Faberge Egg snow globe. 
At the client’s house, Josie discovers a fake 
antique and a murder victim.

510 pages   HB EB

COYLE, Cleo
ONCE UPON A GRIND
Barista Claire Cosi has decorated her coffee 
truck to coincide with the excitement about 
“Red Riding Hood: The Musical.” However, 
there’s nothing magical about the dead body  
in Central Park.

631 pages   HB DAB

HALL, Parnell
SAFARI
P.I. Stanley Hastings is going on safari in Zambia 
thanks to a small inheritance. When a member 
of the group is murdered, it’s up to Stanley to 
expose the killer.

373 pages   HB

HART, Carolyn
DON’T GO HOME
Annie Darling is thrilled that author Alex 
griffith will visit her bookstore. Unfortunately, 
announcing that the characters in his new novel 
are based on local people will prove deadly.

397 pages   HB CD DAB

HILLERMAN, Anne
ROCK WITH WINGS
Police officers Jim Chee and his wife Bernie 
Manuelito are called back from a much needed 
vacation to investigate two separate, but 
equally dangerous, crimes.

440 pages   PB CD DAB EB

JOHNSON, Craig
DRY BONES
Sherriff Walt longmire is trying to determine 
who killed Danny lone Elk. Danny’s land is rich 
with fossils and possibly oil and the family and 
the “Feds” are closing in.

425 pages   HB CD EB

LEON, Donna
FALLING IN LOVE
Opera singer Flavia Petrelli feels threatened 
when an anonymous fan sends so many 
flowers they overwhelm her dressing room. 
Commissario guido Brunetti discovers her fears 
are justified.

389 pages   HB CD MP3CD EB

LOCKE, Attica
PLEASANTVILLE
Attorney Jay Porter is about to defend his first 
murder suspect. A case that will plunge him into 
a shadowy world where more than his client’s 
life is on the line.

573 pages   PB

ROSS, Loretta
DEATH AND THE REDHEADED WOMAN
Following her discovery of a dead burglar in 
a house she was cataloging, auctioneer Wren 
Morgan joins forces with P.I. Death Bogart  
to recover stolen treasure before the dead  
man’s partners.

351 pages   HB EB

VERNE, Deirdre
DRAWING CONCLUSIONS
Detective Frank DeRosa is trying to figure out 
who killed CeCe’s twin brother and then tried 
to kill her. Together, they discover that the truth 
lies in CeCe’s unfinished paintings.

427 pages   HB
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NONFICTION
DOLAN, Paul
HAPPINESS BY DESIGN
158 DOlAn
Paul Dolan believes that to be happy we must 
behave happy. He shares his insights on how to 
redesign our environments to make it easier to 
experience happiness and fulfillment.

431 pages   HB

FISCHER, Paul
A KIM JONG-IL PRODUCTION
791.43095 FISCHER
Before kim Jong-Il was north korea’s dictator he 
was in charge of making propaganda films. To 
ensure his success, he kidnapped a famous South 
korean filmmaker and a famous actress.

645 pages   HB DAB

GAWANDE, Atul
BEING MORTAL
362.175 gAWAnDE
Dr. Atul gawande feels that the medical 
profession concentrates too much on just keeping 
a critically ill person alive, rather than helping 
them achieve a quality life until the end.

437 pages   HB CD EB DAB

MAGRS, Paul
THE STORY OF FESTER CAT
636.8 MAgRS
Skinny and homeless, Fester Cat knew he had 
found a home when he wandered into their yard. 
Paul and Jeremy thought they were rescuing him, 
but Fester knew better.

357 pages   HB

MANNING, Molly Guptill
WHEN BOOKS WENT TO WAR
028.90973 MAnnIng
In World Wars I and II, volunteers and the War 
Department worked hard to make books available 
to the troops. Books were the universal cure for 
boredom, homesickness, and fear.

475 pages   HB DAB EB

MCQUAID, John
TASTY
664.072 MCQUAID
Our sense of taste can encompass pleasure, joy, 
disgust, pain, and memory. new studies show that 
the sense of taste is a whole body experience and 
it can change daily.

421 pages   HB

MURPHY, Antonia
DIRTY CHICK
630.92 MURPHy
Antonia and Peter Murphy moved from San 
Francisco to rural new Zealand. They dreamed of 
a peaceful, idyllic life farming. The truth was more 
disgusting and rewarding than they imagined.

335 pages   HB

THORPE, Helen
SOLDIER GIRLS
956.7044 THORPE
Since 2001, America has been at war and a large 
number of those deployed have been women. 
This book follows the lives of three women 
soldiers and their groundbreaking stories.

687 pages   HB DAB EB

BERGEN, Candice
A FINE ROMANCE
B BERgEn
Whether speaking about the love and loss of her 
husband, her daughter Chloe, or the trials and 
tribulations of Hollywood, Candice Bergen’s story 
is like talking to a good friend.

551 pages   HB CD DAB EB

FULLER, Alexandra
LEAVE BEFORE THE RAINS COME
B FUllER
Alexandra Fuller spent her childhood in war torn 
Rhodesia with parents whose relationship was, 
at best, complicated. Here she has the courage to 
confront the difficult questions of her past.

385 pages   HB EB
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HEMINGWAY, Mariel
OUT CAME THE SUN
B HEMIngW
Mariel Hemingway grew up in a family that was 
haunted by depression, alcoholism, illness, and 
suicide. This is the story of her determination to 
escape the family legacy.

391 pages   HB CD DAB

BERRY, Amanda
HOPE
B BERRy
kidnapped and imprisoned for years, Amanda 
Berry and gina DeJesus tell their harrowing story 
and chronicle the courage and resourcefulness 
that eventually set them free.

563 pages   HB DAB EB

JOHNSON, Paul
EISENHOWER
B EISEnHO
Paul Johnson paints a portrait of the life of 
Dwight D. Eisenhower from his modest childhood 
in kansas through his career as President of the 
United States.

337 pages   HB EB

WINFREY, Oprah
WHAT I KNOW FOR SURE
791.4502 WInFREy 
This collection of articles written by Oprah for 
O, The Oprah Magazine on subjects such as joy, 
gratitude, and power give us a glimpse into the 
heart of an extraordinary woman.

389 pages   HB   CD   DAB   EB

LERETTE, Scott M.
THE UNBREAKABLE BOY
B lERETTE
A typical teenage boy, Austin loves pizza, movies, 
and girls. Austin also suffers from brittle-bone 
disease and is autistic. Austin’s father shares their 
story of unfailing faith and hope.

302 pages   HB

MAYFIELD, Kate
THE UNDERTAKER’S DAUGHTER
B MAyFIEl MAyFIEl
kate’s family lived in the funeral home where her 
father was the undertaker. She shares fascinating 
stories of family, life, and death in a small, 
southern town.

513 pages   HB

MCCULLOUGH, David
THE WRIGHT BROTHERS
B WRIgHT
Wilbur had the genius to envision their dreams 
of flight and Orville had the mechanical ability to 
make those dreams a reality.

585 pages   HB CD DAB EB

MILLER, Judith
THE STORY
B MIllER
While reporting for The new york Times, Judith 
Miller covered politics and terrorism, shared a 
Pulitzer Prize, and went to jail to protect her 
sources. This is her controversial story.

673 pages   HB

NELSON, Willie
IT’S A LONG STORY
B nElSOn
Willie nelson describes his life this way: “It’s a story 
of true love, wild times, best friends, and barrooms 
with a musical sound track ripping right through it.”

450 pages   HB DAB EB

PERINO, Dana
AND THE GOOD NEWS IS
B PERInO
From her childhood in the west, to the White 
House press corps, to Fox news, journalist Dana 
Perino has an “uncanny” ability to find something 
good in any difficult situation.

338 pages   HB EB

THOMAS, Abigail
WHAT COMES NEXT AND HOW TO LIKE IT
B THOMAS
In the wake of a family tragedy, Abigail Thomas 
struggled to keep her life on track. Through it all 
there was one constant, a deep bond of friendship.

303 pages   HB DAB EB

NONFICTION
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ALEXANDER, Victoria
THE DARING EXPLOITS  
OF A RUNAWAY HEIRESS
Thanks to an inheritance lucy no longer has to 
rely on marrying well. It also means that lucy 
is free to pursue her dreams—if only she could 
ignore Cameron Effington.

503 pages   HB

ANDERSON, Catherine
SILVER THAW
Amanda and her daughter escaped an abusive 
relationship and settled in Mystic Creek, Oregon, 
a place that defines “in the middle of nowhere” 
and where her dreams may come true.

519 pages   HB EB

BALOGH, Mary
BEYOND THE SUNRISE
Jeanne is the privileged daughter of a royalist 
émigré. Robert’s questionable birth has rendered 
him forbidden. Their flirtation will fade from 
memory, but fate and intrigue will link their futures.

656 pages   HB EB

BALOGH, Mary
LONGING
Sian moved to a Welsh community to lobby for 
coalminers’ rights. She is surprised and delighted 
to learn that the local mine owner isn’t the 
tyrant she had expected.

689   HB EB

CAMP, Candace
PLEASURED
When Damon, Earl of Mardoun, met Meg, the 
village healer, he was smitten. Polite society 
doesn’t allow them to be more than friends, but 
love will always find a way.

501 pages   HB

DAILEY, Janet
TEXAS TOUGH
lauren’s privileged life is very different from Sky, 
who makes his living as a rancher. They need 
each other to uncover a conspiracy that threatens 
everything they love.

443 pages   HB

ROMANCE
DAY, Sylvia
CAPTIVATED BY YOU
gideon calls Eva his angel. Eva thinks gideon is 
her miracle. Their relationship is hot and steamy, 
but demons from his past threaten the possibility 
of happiness in their future.

545 pages   HB CD EB

ENOCH, Suzanne
ROGUE WITH A BROGUE
Stuck in a london ballroom, Arran Maclawry 
looks for a distraction and he finds it with a 
beautiful young woman, who happens to be the 
granddaughter of his clan’s chief rival.

493 pages   HB DAB

GIBSON, Rachel
WHAT I LOVE ABOUT YOU
Former SEAl Blake Junger moved to the solitude 
of Truly, Idaho, to win his battle with “Johnnie 
Walker”. The last thing he needs is the distraction 
of his beautiful neighbor.

319 pages   HB EB

HIGGINS, Kristan
THE PERFECT MATCH
On impulse, Honor agrees to a marriage of 
convenience with her friend, Tom. It will help 
him stay in the states and make her ex-boyfriend 
jealous. What could go wrong?

510 pages   HB DAB EB

HIGGINS, Kristan
WAITING ON YOU
Happily single, Colleen spends her time 
bartending and matchmaking. But, lucas 
Campbell is back in town and handsome as ever. 

542 pages   HB EB

HOAG, Tami
THE TROUBLE WITH J.J.
grace went on a blind date with Julius, a man 
with whom she has nothing in common. But this 
former Marine proves to be the perfect man 
when a stalker threatens her life.

270 pages   HB
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KAUFFMAN, Donna
SEA GLASS SUNRISE
When her personal and professional life tanked, 
lawyer Hanna McCrae headed home to Blueberry 
Cove. Calder Blue is new in town, handsome and 
rugged, and fate keeps throwing them together.

505 pages   PB EB

LAURENS, Stephanie
A MATCH FOR MARCUS CYNSTER
Marcus Cynster is attracted to niniver Carrick, 
but she is discouraging suitors while she tries to 
restore her clan’s prosperity. Marcus is just the 
person to keep suitors at bay.

595 pages   HB

MACLEAN, Sarah
NO GOOD DUKE GOES UNPUNISHED
Temple is known in london as the “killer Duke” 
accused of murdering Mara lowe. He’s wealthy 
and powerful but beyond redemption. Then, 
Mara returns with a plan to redeem them both.

585 pages   HB DAB EB

MACLEAN, Sarah
NEVER JUDGE A LADY BY HER COVER
She’s known as lady georgina by day, and Chase, 
the owner of a legendary gaming hell, by night. 
Duncan poses a risk to her secret business and 
her heart.

613 pages   HB DAB EB

MACOMBER, Debbie
SILVER LININGS
Jo Marie is good friends with Mark Taylor, 
handyman at the Rose Harbor Inn. Just as Jo 
Marie feels there could be something more, 
Mark announces that he is leaving town.

432 pages   PB DAB EB

MARTIN, Kat
AGAINST THE SKY
nick went to las Vegas for a break from his 
job as a homicide detective. Samantha was in 
Vegas for a convention. Their chemistry was 
instantaneous, but would it last?

523 pages   HB EB

ROMANCE
MICHAELS, Fern
PERFECT MATCH
Jake’s nFl career ended with an injury that  
left him withdrawn and bound to a wheelchair. 
Things changed when his sister gifted him  
her matchmaking business and assistant  
gracie Sweet.

437 pages   HB

QUICK, Amanda
GARDEN OF LIES
Ursula kern owns a secretarial agency. When 
one of her employees goes missing, Ursula turns 
to her new client, handsome adventurer Slater 
Roxton, for help.

503 pages   HB CD EB

ROBERTS, Nora
THE LIAR
Recently widowed, Shelby was shocked to 
discover that her husband was a complete  
fraud. Returning to her hometown, Shelby 
discovers that his dark secrets now threaten 
those she loves.

819 pages   PB CD EB

SHALVIS, Jill
STILL THE ONE
AJ Colten broke Darcy’s heart, and now he needs 
help to secure a grant. Darcy agrees to help, 
but working together proves to be a mutual 
distraction.

435 pages   HB EB

THOMAS, Sherry
MY BEAUTIFUL ENEMY
Catherine Blade craves the freedom to live life as 
she chooses. Captain leighton Atwood is taken 
with Catherine’s beauty but keeps his distance 
until a common foe brings them together.

435 pages   HB

WOODS, Sherryl
DOGWOOD HILL
Aidan Mitchell came to Chesapeake Shores to 
coach football. He has a new job, a new home, a 
new love, and a secret that could ruin everything.

447 pages   HB CD EB
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BRANDVOLD, Peter
THE DEVIL AND LOU PROPHET
Bounty hunter lou Prophet loves his job, 
particularly the assignment to escort showgirl 
lola Diamond to the courthouse to testify. 
Unfortunately, some dangerous men are about 
to interfere.

331 pages   PB

DEAREN, Patrick
THE BIG DRIFT
A cowboy for the Flash Five ranch, Will Brite was 
rescued during a blizzard by former slave, Zeke 
Boles. Soon, their lives would be forever linked 
in history.

294 pages   HB

DENNISON, Brad
THE LONG TRAIL
Raised by bandits, Dusty began searching for his 
father, legendary gunfighter Johnny McCabe. The 
family reunion wasn’t exactly a happy one and 
when outlaws attack, Dusty must choose a side.

683 pages   PB

GALLOWAY, Marcus
VIGILANTE DAWN
Jarrett Pekoe is after the rustlers who burned 
his ranch and killed his family. lem Beauchamp 
has his own reasons to chase the outlaws. 
Together, they risk everything for justice.

397 pages   PB

GALLOWAY, Marcus
SATHOW’S SINNERS
Ex-lawman nate Sathow and former preacher 
Frank Waverly team up to track down “Dog 
Ear” Pescaterro, a depraved killer who will do 
anything to stay out of jail.

405 pages   PB

GREY, Zane
THE BORDER LEGION
Regretting her harsh words, Joan set out to 
look for Jim Cleve but was imprisoned by the 
infamous Border legion. Then one day they 
welcome a new member, Jim Cleve.

355 pages   PB DAB EB

WESTERN
JOHNSTONE, J. A.
THOSE JENSEN BOYS
Ace and Chance, nephews of the legendary 
Smoke Jensen, are good with guns and fists. 
Their skills are tested when hired to protect a 
struggling stagecoach line from ruthless killers.

357 pages   HB

JOHNSTONE, J.A.
BRUTAL VENGEANCE
The loner is quiet with a fast gun. He’s joined a 
posse chasing outlaws that are bad to the bone, 
but are the men on his side any better?

287 pages   HB

JOHNSTONE, William
WINCHESTER 1886
A Winchester 1886 rifle, ordered from a catalog 
by a boy in Texas and stolen in a train robbery, 
begins a long, violent journey pursued by 
Deputy Marshal Jimmy Mann.

459 pages   PB EB

LONG, McKendree
NO GOOD LIKE IT IS
Following the Civil War, Dobey Walls and Jimmy 
Melton were released to look for Dobey’s 
missing family. Along the way, an act of mercy 
puts the Pinkertons on their trail.

429 pages   PB

PAINE, Lauran
TRAIL OF SHADOWS
Enroute to new Mexico to find work, Todd Duncan 
is accused of being an accomplice in a deadly 
robbery. He will face a judge or a lynch mob.

196 pages   HB
 
PATTEN, Lewis B.
LAWLESS TOWN
In two western stories, a reluctant gunfighter and 
a former buffalo hider must stand alone against 
lawless men to make their chosen towns safe.

302 pages   HB


